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Somewhere in Camp Lejeune…
Colonel Smith sighed to himself as he sat down in his Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU) briefing room for the capabilities briefings on which he had been waiting all day. He already knew what information was going to be presented; he was more interested in the presenters. The one to whom he was most looking forward was the MEU recon platoon commander as it was always a crap-shoot on how the young officer did. 2D
Reconnaissance 
The Situation
Amphibious operations are some of the most complex operations a military force may undertake. To the complexities of conventional land-based warfare, the uncertainties and unforgiving nature of the sea and the inherent difficulties encountered in a very large ad hoc organization are added. 
The Solution
The solution is to create a Reconnaissance Officer AMOS with associated prerequisites and standards. This is not a "pipeline" training concept where officers are cadred through a series of schools before arriving at a reconnaissance unit.
Instead, this method continues the long-standing practice of training officers once they arrive at the reconnaissance battalions; it is a "roadmap" of three courses and training events that will fill the gaps identified by the 2007 FEA and serve as prerequisites to earn the Reconnaissance Officer AMOS.
All the schools and training events currently exist or could be 12 GIOC also teaches a MCPP module though the MCPP and command and control training may be more easily run within the battalions using a standardized curriculum and the resident subject matter experts.
The Reconnaissance Officer AMOS
Once the officer has completed these training requirements and has served for a length of time in a reconnaissance officer billet, his command would then petition HQMC that he be granted the Reconnaissance Officer AMOS. Ideally, the officer completes this training prior to being assigned to a deploying platoon.
In the current environment, a platoon commander would complete this training while preparing for a MEU deployment. Those officers heading to Iraq or Afghanistan as part of a reconnaissance company or battalion deployment would attend these schools as the schedule allows. While not a pre-requisite for platoon command, this AMOS would be a requirement for the more senior billets in the reconnaissance battalions, such as company commander or operations officer.
The cost of this training is six weeks of TAD expenses away from the command and a total of nine weeks of time to generate a much more capable reconnaissance officer. This process also involves the entire unit in developing their officers and ensuring they consistently give supported commands a welltrained, knowledgeable reconnaissance officer. 
Counterarguments
Conclusion
An AMOS assignment process would delineate the prerequisites, requirements, and duties of a reconnaissance officer. This AMOS eliminates the unwritten hierarchy in reconnaissance units regarding who is or is not a "real" reconnaissance officer. By incorporating already existing training and what is already done "in-house", the Marine Corps would generate more professional and more consistently trained officers than in the past. Finally, it would lead to better and more proficient reconnaissance organizations as the officer leadership rotates out and then back into the community. 
